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 In the Name of the Son (and the Daughter):
 Intergenerational Mobility in the United States, 1850-1940Ť

 By Claudia Olivetti and M. Daniele Paserman*

 This paper estimates historical intergenerational elasticities
 between fathers and children of both sexes in the United States using
 a novel empirical strategy. The key insight of our approach is that
 the information about socioeconomic status conveyed by first names
 can be used to create pseudo-links across generations. We find that
 both father-son and father-daughter elasticities were flat during the
 nineteenth century, increased sharply between 1900 and 1920, and
 declined slightly thereafter. We discuss the role of regional dispar-
 ities in economic development, trends in inequality and returns to
 human capital, and the marriage market in explaining these pat-
 terns. {JEL D63, J12, J16, J24, J62, N31, N32)

 The degree to which economic status is passed along generations is key to under-
 standing differences across societies and over time in the extent of inequality. A
 low degree of intergenerational mobility can undermine the notion of equality of
 opportunity and may lead to persistent inequality. Recent research reveals that today
 intergenerational mobility in the United States is lower than in most other developed
 countries (Corak 2013). This finding stands in contrast with the national ethos of
 the United States as the land of unlimited opportunity. Was this view ever justified?

 In this paper we provide a new perspective on the evolution of intergenerational
 mobility in the United States in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. We

 extend the existing literature by looking at the intergenerational elasticity in economic
 status between fathers and children of both sexes. Focusing only on father-son cor-
 relations may miss part of the picture. Daughters should be included if we want to
 know how the average well-being of a generation correlates with that of their parents.

 * Olivetti: Department of Economics, Boston College, 140 Commonwealth Avenue, Chestnut Hill, MA 02467,
 Boston University, and NBER (e-mail: claudia.olivetti@bc.edu); Paserman: Department of Economics, Boston
 University, 270 Bay State Road, Boston, MA 02215, and NBER (e-mail: paserman@bu.edu). We thank Dara
 Lee, Laura Salisbury, and Matthew S. Johnson for excellent research assistance; Robert Margo, Andrew Newman,
 and Marc Rysman for many valuable comments and conversations; Evan Roberts for providing us the crosswalk
 between the raw 1940 occupational code and the 1PUMS occupational score, and for his help in understanding
 the 1940 Restricted Complete Count micro data; and participants at the NBER Cohort Studies, Development of
 the American Economy and Income Distribution and Macroeconomics workshops, the BU /BC Green Line Labor
 Meetings, the Society for Labor Economics meetings, the Workshop on Intergenerational Mobility at the University
 of Copenhagen, and seminar participants at Tufts University, University of Michigan, Northeastern University,
 NORC at the University of Chicago, the St. Louis Fed, Vanderbilt University, New York University, IIES, ECARES,
 LSE, Toulouse, and UC Davis for many helpful suggestions. The authors declare that they have no relevant material
 or financial interests that relate to the research described in this paper.

 ŤGo to http://dx.doi.org/10.1257/aer.20130821 to visit the article page for additional materials and author
 disclosure statement(s).
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 If there is a strong stratification in marriage by social class, assortative mating might
 magnify individual-level intergenerational persistence. Moreover, to the extent that
 mothers play a key role in the human capital accumulation of their children, invest-
 ment in daughters could have important consequences for the transmission of status
 across multiple generations. Thus, to reach a fuller understanding of the transmission

 of resources across generations, it is important to focus on daughters as well as sons.
 Typically, the estimation of intergenerational elasticities is based on a regres-

 sion of an individual's economic status at time t on that of his or her own father at

 time t - k. This requires the use of longitudinal dataseis that link fathers to their
 offspring. Historical longitudinal datasets based on census data make it possible to
 link fathers and sons by first and last names. However, one cannot link fathers and
 daughters in this manner because women change last name upon marriage. The con-
 tribution of this paper is to develop an empirical strategy that enables us to estimate
 the intergenerational elasticity between fathers and daughters, as well as between
 fathers and sons, even when it is not possible to link individuals directly across gen-
 erations.1'2 The key insight of our approach is that the information about socioeco-
 nomic status conveyed by first names can be used to create a pseudo-link between
 fathers and sons, as well as between fathers and daughters.

 To illustrate this idea, consider a simple example. Assume that the only possible
 names in the population are Aaron and Zachary. Moreover, assume that high socio-
 economic status parents are more likely to name their child Aaron, while Zachary
 is more common among low socioeconomic status parents. If adult Aarons are still
 more likely to be high socioeconomic status than adult Zacharys, then we would
 infer that the degree of social mobility in this society is relatively low. Importantly,
 we can easily apply the same idea to girls, and ask whether the young Abigails (born
 to high socioeconomic status parents) are more likely to marry husbands that are
 themselves high socioeconomic status than the young Zoes (born to low socioeco-
 nomic status parents). It is important to note that this whole exercise will work only
 if names do in fact carry information about their parents' socioeconomic status. We
 present evidence that this is indeed the case: between 1 1 and 17 percent of the total
 variation in father's socioeconomic status can be explained by the variation between
 names given to their children.

 Our empirical strategy amounts to imputing father's income, which is unob-
 served, using the average income of fathers of children with a given first name. This
 is essentially a "two-sample two-stage least squares"(TS2SLS) estimator (Inoue and
 Solon 2010). In the first step, we use the sample of fathers and regress father's log
 earnings on a full set of children's first name dummies. In the second step, we use the
 sample of sons, and regress son's log earnings on the cross-sample predicted values
 from the first step. We sometimes refer to this estimator as a pseudo-panel estimator,
 as it is based on the creation of pseudo-links across generations. It is important to
 emphasize that our goal is not to uncover the "true" intergenerational elasticity, but

 1 The data does not allow us to calculate the intergenerational elasticity in income, as this information is not
 available before 1940. Instead, in most of our specifications we proxy income using an index of occupational status
 based on the 1950 income distribution. Somewhat loosely, we refer to our estimates as the intergenerational income
 elasticity, or simply intergenerational elasticity.

 2 Since married women during this period had low labor force attachment, we measure daughters' economic
 status by that of their husbands.
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 rather to provide a specific estimator that can be calculated consistently over time
 and for both genders, and can identify trends in intergenerational mobility.

 We estimate father-son and father-son-in-law intergenerational income elas-
 ticities using 1 percent extracts from the decennial censuses of the United States
 between 1 850 and 1940. Our baseline results indicate that the intergenerational elas-
 ticity between fathers and sons increased by 24 percent between 1870 and 1940. This
 increase is consistent with the findings of Ferrie (2005) and Long and Ferrie (2007,
 2013), who document a marked decrease in intergenerational mobility in the United
 States between the late nineteenth century and the middle of the twentieth century.
 The elasticity, however, does not increase smoothly over time; it is relatively flat
 throughout the second half of the nineteenth century, then increases sharply between
 1900 and 1920, followed by a slight decline between 1920 and 1940.

 The main finding of a sharp increase in elasticities between 1900 and 1920 is
 robust to different methods of treating farmers, imputing income, coding names,
 and to differential mortality across socioeconomic groups and selection into mar-
 riage. Only the apparent dip post- 1920 is somewhat sensitive to whether farmers are
 included in the sample and to the exact imputation of their income.

 The intergenerational elasticity between fathers and sons-in-law displays a sim-
 ilar trend between 1870 and 1920 (mostly flat between 1870 and 1900, and a sharp
 increase between 1900 and 1920), suggesting that there was a substantial degree
 of assortative mating. There are, however, some slight differences in timing. The
 father-son-in-law elasticity is higher than the father-son elasticity in the late part
 of the nineteenth century, but the two elasticities converge by 1920. After 1920,
 the trend in father-son-in-law elasticity is sensitive to the exact measure of income
 used, with some, but not all, estimates pointing to father-daughter mobility in 1940
 returning to the levels prevalent in the late 1800s.

 We investigate which historical developments may explain the trends and the
 gender differentials in intergenerational elasticity. We argue that the sharp increase
 in elasticities between 1900 and 1920 is consistent with patterns of regional dis-
 parities in economic development, and with the increase in inequality and returns
 to human capital. Other mechanisms such as changes in fertility, immigration, and
 internal migration seem less likely to matter. Gender differentials in elasticities are
 consistent with imbalances in the sex ratio due to maternal and infant mortality,
 wars, and changes in migratory flows.

 Our paper is related to an extensive literature that studies intergenerational mobil-
 ity using modern panel data (see the comprehensive surveys by Solon 1999; and
 Black and Devereux 2011). The bulk of the literature focuses on father-son inter-
 generational mobility and finds an intergenerational labor income elasticity hov-
 ering around 0.4. Only a limited number of papers in this literature have studied
 the correlations between father-in-law and son-in-law. Chadwick and Solon (2002)
 use PSID data to study intergenerational mobility in the daughter's family income.
 They find that for modern US data the father-son elasticity - estimated to be equal
 to 0.523 - tends to be somewhat larger than the father-son-in-law elasticity - esti-
 mated at 0.360. Raaum et al. (2008) confirm this result for the United States, the
 United Kingdom, and three Nordic countries. Associated to the increasing labor
 force participation of women, recent studies have focused on father-daughter occu-
 pational mobility. Jäntti et al. (2006) document that in five of six developed countries,
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 the father-son intergenerational elasticity is higher than the father-daughter one.
 Hellerstein and Morrill (201 1) find that the probability that a woman works in the
 same occupation as her father has increased over the course of the twentieth century.

 Closely related to our project is the work by Güell, Rodríguez-Mora, and Telmer
 (2015), who use the informative content of surnames to study intergenerational
 mobility in Spain. They develop a model whose endogenous variable is the joint
 distribution of surnames and income, and explore the relationship between mobility
 and the informative content of surnames, allowing for assortative mating to be a
 determinant of both. They find that the degree of mobility in Spain has substantially
 decreased over time. Others have instead exploited the distribution of surnames
 in datasets that are centuries apart to estimate long-run social mobility. Collado,
 Ortuño Ortin, and Romeu (2013), using data from two Spanish regions, find that
 socioeconomic status at the end of the twentieth century still depends heavily on the
 socioeconomic status of one's great-great grandparents. Clark and Cummins (2015)
 use the distribution of surnames in England, and conclude that there is considerable
 persistence of status in the United Kingdom between 1800 and 2012, higher than
 that estimated in most modern studies. Clark (2014) shows that this high degree of
 persistence in economic status is in fact common to many other societies, ranging
 from Communist China and egalitarian Sweden to caste-based India.
 The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section I describes the econometric

 methodology. Section II presents the data and discusses measurement issues. The
 main results are presented in Section III. Section IV provides robustness checks and
 Section V explores alternative factors underlying the trends. Section VI concludes.

 I. Methodology

 Consider an individual i who is young at time t - 1 and adult at time t. Let yf
 be individual i's log earnings at time t, and yf be his father's log earnings at time
 í - 1. With individually linked data, both yf and yf are observed, and the inter-
 generational elasticity estimate is obtained by regressing yf on yf. We will call this
 estimator the linked estimator, t) linked?
 Assume instead that we only observe two separate cross sections and it is impos-

 sible to link individuals across the two. This means that yf is unobserved, and it
 becomes necessary to impute it. Our strategy is to base the imputation on an individ-
 ual's first name, which is available for both adults and children in each cross section.

 It is important to emphasize that the main goal of our strategy is to derive a measure
 of intergenerational elasticity that is consistent over time and across genders, rather
 than uncovering the "true" intergenerational elasticity. Therefore, even if our esti-
 mator in general will not be equal to the one obtained with individually linked data,
 for the purposes of our analysis we only need that the sources of bias be consistent
 over time and across genders.

 3 Becker and Tomes (1979, 1986) show that this regression can be derived from a model in which altruistic
 parents choose how to allocate their lifetime earnings between their own consumption and investment in the earning
 capacity of their children. Children's earnings are a function of parental investment and of a stochastic "endow-
 ment" that is transmitted across generations and follows an AR(1) process.
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 Mechanically, for an adult at time t named j, we replace yf with , the aver-
 age log earnings of fathers of children named j, obtained from the time t - 1 cross
 section (the "prime" indicates that this average is calculated using a different sam-
 ple). We have thus created a "generated regressor" by using one sample to create a
 proxy for an unobserved regressor in a second sample. As highlighted by Inoue and
 Solon (2010), this estimator is essentially a TS2SLS estimator. In the first step, we
 use the sample of fathers and regress father's log earnings on a full set of children's
 first name dummies. In the second step, we use the sample of sons, and regress son's
 log earnings on the cross-sample fitted values from the first stage.4 We rely on these

 results to calculate appropriate standard errors for our estimator. Since we do not
 aim to identify the causal effect of parental income on children's income,5 we do
 not require the first name dummies (the instruments in the first stage of the TS2SLS
 estimator) to satisfy any exclusion restriction. Because we are effectively creating a
 pseudo-panel of individuals linked by first names, we refer to this estimator as the
 "pseudo-panel" estimator, and label it í)pseudo-6

 We now derive the probability limit of our estimator and compare it with that of
 the traditional linked estimator, in order to facilitate comparisons to estimates of
 intergenerational elasticities based on linked data.

 Let yjj be the log earnings of a son i named j and be the log earnings of a father
 of a son named j. We can write

 yfj - ßyfj + ' + uip

 y u = »j + Zjj.

 In the above, Ay is a name fixed effect that captures any return in the labor market
 associated with a given first name above and beyond any direct effect of father's
 income. This may reflect factors such as ethnicity, religion, state of birth, or any
 other signal of social status associated with a given first name. On the other hand,

 Hj is the conditional expectation of yļj given that the father named his son j. By con-
 struction, Zjj is uncorrected with /iy and Ay. Furthermore, let us decompose into
 a part that is potentially correlated with ¡jlj and one that is not, i.e., uy = kj + w,y,
 where Kj = E(u¡j ' fi^j and w,y = u¡j - Kj.

 A positive correlation between Kj and ļij could arise if parents engage in "aspi-
 rational naming," i.e., if ambitious and motivated parents who assign children high

 socioeconomic status names (high nj) also transfer to them their work-ethic and push

 4 In fact there are really two levels of instrumenting because we are using occupational income instead of actual
 income. We come back to this point in Section II.

 5 After all, the traditional linked estimator also does not identify a causal parameter because parental income is
 correlated with the error term in the son's earnings equation.

 6 The second stage has a particularly simple structure because the right hand side variable is constant for every
 individual with the same first name. Therefore, in the special case of no additional regressors, the TS2SLS estimator

 is equivalent to a weighted least squares regression of yj on (yj7) where ýj is the average log earnings of adults
 named j at time /, and the weights are equal to the frequency counts of first names in the son's sample. This equiv-
 alence highlights the similarity between our approach and the synthetic cohort method pioneered by Browning,
 Deaton, and Irish (1985). In our case, the synthetic cohorts are defined on the basis of both first names and age.
 Aaronson and Mazumder (2008) use an estimation strategy that is also based on synthetic cohorts. They estimate
 intergenerational mobility in the United States between 1940 and 2000 by imputing father's income using state and
 year of birth.
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 them to succeed in the labor market (high u¡¡). A positive correlation between ü¡j and
 Zij, instead, represents the correlation between unobserved characteristics of father
 and son that are not captured in the son's name, i.e., cognitive and physical ability,
 connections, etc.

 The probability limit of the linked estimator is equal to

 (1) í>lim¡WED =
 v{yu)

 Cov(A j + Kj, My) Co v(¿¡0, Zij)

 %) + Vfa) %) + %) •

 As is well known, r)UNKED is not a consistent estimator of the causal effect of an
 increase in father's income on son's income because of the potential correlation
 between the unobservables. In the equation above we have decomposed the cor-
 relation between the error term and father's earnings into a part that comes from the

 group-specific component ¡j,j, and a part that comes from the idiosyncratic compo-
 nent Zij.

 The probability limit of the pseudo-panel estimator is

 Cov ( y fj, y' j)
 (2) p lim fjPSEUDO = - -

 = v(^j ß , Cov(A; + kP vi)
 v^,)+E{iļ)n^ "(">)+ E(iļ)vh)

 where N¡ is the number of observations in cell j; and y'f = fij + ž-, with the "prime"
 indicating variables drawn from a different sample. We have used the fact that

 Co v(//7, Zj) = 0 by construction; and the covariance between the idiosyncratic
 terms drawn from different samples, Co v(«y, fj) , is equal to zero.

 The first thing to note about this probability limit is that it depends crucially

 on the between-name variance in father's income, V(ßj), being greater than zero
 (and henceforth, Cov(A; + kj, m,) / 0). This is equivalent to requiring that names
 are not distributed randomly in the population. If this were the case, the generated
 regressor would be just noise. In large samples, both the numerator and the denomi-
 nator in both terms of equation (2) would be equal to zero, making the pseudo-panel
 estimator asymptotically indeterminate. In finite samples, however, the number of

 observations per cell is finite, so that the denominator would not vanish even if V(ßj)
 is equal to zero. In this case, the pseudo-panel estimator would converge to zero.

 Therefore, a key requirement of our methodology is that first names carry infor-
 mation about socioeconomic status. The higher the informational content of first

 names, the more accurate is y'j as a predictor of y[j. There is abundant empirical
 evidence supporting the assumption that parents choose first names partly to signal
 their own standing in society, or their cultural and religious beliefs. Bertrand and
 Mullainathan (2004) document that in a sample of baby names in Massachusetts
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 there is substantial between-name heterogeneity in the social background of moth-
 ers; similarly, Fryer and Levitt (2004) show that names provide a strong signal of
 socioeconomic status for blacks, but also that there are systematic and large differ-
 ences in name choices by whites with different levels of education. This practice
 is also widespread in other societies, both today and in the past. Head and Mayer
 (2008) investigate the social transmission of parental preferences through naming
 patterns in France. Hacker ( 1999) and Haan (2005) document a relationship between
 first names, religiosity, and fertility in Canada and the United States during the nine-

 teenth century. Cook, Logan, and Parman (2014) find that distinctively black names
 were already common in the post-Civil War period.

 We can now compare the probability limits of the linked and pseudo-panel esti-
 mator. The first term in the pseudo-panel estimator is unambiguously smaller than
 the corresponding term in the linked estimator. This is the traditional attenuation
 bias deriving from the fact that we replace true father's income with an imputed
 value, thus introducing measurement error. The attenuation bias is larger the larger

 is the variance of zy relative to the variance of /x;, indicating that first names carry
 little information about socioeconomic status; and the smaller is N¡, the number of
 observations per name, reflecting the fact that averages computed on a smaller sam-
 ple will measure father's income less precisely.7

 The second term in the pseudo-panel estimator is larger in absolute value than

 the corresponding term in the linked estimator. If the covariance between A ¡ + Kj
 and Hj is positive, this term will pull up the pseudo-panel estimator relatively to the
 linked estimator, counteracting the attenuation bias associated with the first term. As

 this term is distinctively tied to our methodology of imputing income based on first
 names, we discuss it in detail below.

 Finally, the third term in equation (1) vanishes from equation (2). Whether this
 introduces upward or downward bias depends on the sign of the correlation in moti-
 vation, genetic ability, social capital, and other unobservables that are not embodied
 in first names. If these unobservables are positively correlated across generations,
 as is reasonable to assume, then the pseudo-panel estimator will be pulled down
 relative to the linked estimator.

 As discussed above, the second term in equations (1) and (2) represents both the
 direct labor market premium (or penalty) potentially associated with a given first

 name (the covariance between A j and ßj), and the effect due to aspirational naming
 (the covariance between Kj and /z,).8 Although there are reasons to believe that these
 covariances are positive, there may also be forces that push in the other direction.
 For example, the literature on the economic consequences of first names is mixed.
 Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004) show that distinctively black names decrease the
 likelihood that a job applicant is called for an interview, while Fryer and Levitt
 (2004) find no negative causal impact of having distinctively black names on life
 outcomes. As for "aspirational" naming, parents may believe that by choosing names
 that are associated with a higher social class they may facilitate their children's

 7This point illustrates that using finer cells to impute father's income (such as last names, or first names by state
 of birth), while possibly achieving higher precision in the imputed values for father's income, can also exacerbate
 measurement error.

 8 In practice, it is not possible empirically to distinguish between the two separate elements of this covariance.
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 social mobility and prevent discrimination. On the other hand, there may be advan-
 tages in choosing a name that signals membership in an ethnic, religious, or socio-
 economic group. For example, names that deviate from the group norm may carry a
 social stigma and lead to a penalty in the labor market or marriage market.9
 Overall, the pseudo-panel estimator can be either lower or higher than the linked

 estimator, depending on which of the three effects dominates. In practice, we
 show in Section III that for samples in which we can calculate both the linked and
 pseudo-panel estimators, the latter is lower by about 30 percent.
 The discussion above was presented in terms of the intergenerational elasticity

 between fathers and sons. One of the distinct advantages of this methodology is
 that it can be easily applied to calculate the correlation in economic status between
 fathers-in-law and sons-in-law, where the daughters' names are used to create the
 intergenerational link. Our estimator boils down to a regression of son-in-law's
 income on father-in-law's income, where father-in-law's income for men married
 to women named j is proxied by the average income of fathers of daughters named
 j at time t - 1.

 II. Data

 We now apply our methodology to data from the 1850 to 1940 decennial censuses
 of the United States, which contain information on first names. For 1850 to 1930 we

 use the 1 percent IPUMS samples (Ruggles et al. 2010). For 1940 we create a 1 per-
 cent extract of the IPUMS Restricted Complete Count Data (Minnesota Population
 Center andAncestry.com 2013). We restrict all the analysis to whites to avoid issues
 associated with the almost complete absence of blacks in the pre-Civil War period,
 and the fact that even in the late cohorts many blacks would have spent a substantial
 part of their lives as slaves.

 Measuring Earnings. - The first challenge that generally applies to the computa-
 tion of historical intergenerational elasticities, is to obtain appropriate quantitative
 measures of socioeconomic status. Because income and earnings at the individual
 level are not available before the 1940 census, we are constrained to use measures
 of socioeconomic status that are based on individuals' occupations. There is a long
 tradition in sociology to focus on measures of occupational prestige, and these are
 believed to be better indicators of long-run income (Duncan 1966; see also the
 survey by Erikson and Goldthorpe 1992). On the other hand, these measures fail
 to capture the potentially large within-occupation variance in income. In practice,
 estimates of intergenerational elasticities based on multi-year averages of father's
 income (as recommended in Solon 1992) are quite close to estimates based on pre-
 dicted income by occupation (Björklund and Jäntti 1997).

 One of the advantages of the IPUMS dataset is that it contains a harmonized
 classification of occupations, and several measures of occupational status that are
 comparable across years. For our benchmark analysis, we choose the OCCSCORE

 9Aspirational naming is likely to be especially widespread among immigrants (Biavaschi, Giulietti, and
 Siddique 2013). Our results, however, are not sensitive to controls for immigrant status or to excluding immigrants
 from the sample altogether. See Section VB.
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 measure of occupational standing.10 This variable indicates the median total income
 (in hundreds of dollars) of the persons in each occupation in 1950. We address
 the sensitivity of our results to alternative measures of occupational standing in
 Section IV.

 Coding of Names. - The second challenge, specific to our methodology, is how
 to correctly match first names across censuses. In our benchmark classification
 of names, we ignore middle initials (that is, we treat "William" as equivalent to
 "William J."), and we treat nicknames as distinct names (that is, "William" and
 "Bill" are considered two different names).11 These choices may not be harmless,
 since there may be systematic differences in socioeconomic status between individ-
 uals with middle initials or nicknames and those without. We assess the sensitivity
 of our estimates to these choices in online Appendix A. The results are robust to
 using different name coding schemes.

 The Distribution of Names. - We first document some features of the distribution
 of first names in the sample. Table 1 reports the summary statistics for children's
 names in the initial year of the pseudo-panel by gender. Both population (column 1)
 and the number of distinct names (column 2) grow between 1850 and 1920, but
 the average number of observations per name (column 3) is roughly constant. This
 pattern is common across genders. In every decade, a large proportion of names
 appears only once in the sample (column 4). However, as shown in column 5, sin-
 gleton names only account for 6 to 7 percent of all names. Furthermore, we can link
 at least 90 percent of children's names across census decades (column 6).

 The last two columns of the table present features of the name distribution.
 Column 7 reports the share of the total population with one of the 50 most popular
 names. This describes how concentrated the name distribution is. Both male and

 female names become markedly less concentrated over the sample period, with the
 decline for girls occurring earlier and being more pronounced. Column 8 reports
 the R2 coefficient obtained by regressing log father's occupational income on a set
 of name indicators. Note that if names were assigned at random, and we had a suf-
 ficiently large number of occurrences for every name, the between-name variation
 would not explain any of the total variation in father's income, and the R 2 coefficient
 would be equal to zero. The entries in the column show that the between name vari-
 ation varies by gender: it accounts for 1 1 percent to 14 percent of the total variation
 in fathers' log earnings for boys and 13 percent to 17 percent for girls. Because of
 the large number of singleton names, we could observe a positive R2 even if names
 were assigned completely at random. Based on Monte Carlo simulations, we calcu-
 late the probability that the R2 obtained under this assumption, holding constant the
 actual frequency distribution of names, is as high as the observed R2 in the data. In
 all years and for both genders we can soundly reject the hypothesis that names carry
 no information about the father's socioeconomic status (p- value < 0.001).

 10 A number of other papers have used this same variable to measure occupational standing, among them
 Abramitzky, Platt-Boustan, and Eriksson (2012); Cvrček (2012); Jones and Tertilt (2008); and Katz and Margo
 (2014).

 The only exception to this rule is that we transform obvious abbreviations into their correspondent full name
 (e.g., "Wm." becomes "William," "Geo." becomes "George," etc.).
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 Table 1 - Summary Statistics for Children's Names, 1850-1920

 Share
 of total

 Percent of variation in

 Percent of children log earnings
 Mean Percent of children with names Share explained

 Number of Number number of names that with linked with by between
 children of distinct observations are unique 20 years top-50 name
 ages 0-15 names per name singletons names later name variation

 Year (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
 Males

 1850 35,597 3,524 10.1 71.9 7.1 92.6 0.692 0.134
 1860 48,114 4,083 11.8 70.5 6.0 93.7 0.695 0.111
 1870 58,039 4,582 12.7 69.4 5.5 - 0.698 0.105
 1880 75,004 6,589 11.4 69.4 6.1 92.9 0.653 0.112
 1900 103,817 9,696 10.7 71.0 6.6 92.8 0.564 0.126
 1910 117,612 9,818 12.0 69.5 5.8 94.1 0.534 0.126
 1920 139,109 12,272 11.3 71.4 6.3 92.5 0.519 0.136

 Females

 1850 34,272 3,442 10.0 71.9 7.2 92.4 0.698 0.136
 1860 46,874 4,488 10.4 70.7 6.8 92.8 0.657 0.132
 1870 55,739 5,206 10.7 71.1 6.6 - 0.619 0.136
 1880 72,160 7,161 10.1 69.0 6.8 92.0 0.548 0.133
 1900 101,516 10,081 10.1 70.9 7.0 92.3 0.474 0.153
 1910 114,074 10,103 11.3 69.3 6.1 93.5 0.473 0.154
 1920 134,418 12,895 10.4 71.1 6.8 89.9 0.466 0.166

 Notes: Column 7 shows the share of children that have 1 of the 50 most popular names, by gender. Column 8 shows
 the R2 from a regression of father's log occupational income on a full set of name dummies. Unless noted other-
 wise, the source for this and all following tables are the 1 850-1920 Integrated Public Use Micro Samples of the US
 decennial population censuses (Ruggles et al. 2010).

 Table 2 reports the five most prestigious and least prestigious names based on
 father's occupational income, separately for each census year. The shaded entries
 in the table refer to names that appear more than once within the category of most
 prestigious names (light gray) and least prestigious names (dark gray). The patterns
 of shaded areas reveals that there is indeed persistence both in the top five and in the
 bottom five names across census decades for both male children and female chil-

 dren. If names were assigned at random, it would be quite unlikely for a given name
 to appear more than once in this table.

 III. Results

 Figure 1 and rows 1 and 4 in Table 3 report the results of our benchmark analysis.
 We report 20-year elasticities in occupational income for both the father-son and the
 father-in-law-son-in-law comparisons. 1 2

 Between 1870 and 1940, the intergenerational elasticity between fathers and sons
 increases by 24 percent, and that between fathers and sons-in-law by 9 percent. The
 father-son elasticity is relatively flat throughout the second half of the nineteenth
 century, increases sharply between 1900 and 1920, and declines slightly between

 12 The intergenerational correlation may differ from the elasticity if the dispersion of earnings varies substan-
 tially across generations. We find that this is not the case; the magnitude and trends of intergenerational correlations
 are almost identical to the elasticities reported in Table 3.
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 Notes: Entries in the table represent the five children's names with the highest and lowest average father occupa-
 tional score, by gender, and census year. Only names that appear at least 100 times are considered for the ranking.

 1920 and 1940. The father-son-in-law elasticity exhibits a first increase between
 1870 and 1880 and then a further jump between 1900 and 1920, which coincides
 with the increase in the father-son elasticity. The two elasticities are almost identical
 in 1920 but they diverge at the end of the period with the father-son-in-law elastic-
 ity declining more sharply and dipping below the father-son elasticity. Overall, the
 father-son and father-son-in-law elasticities exhibit similar trends, suggesting that
 there was a high degree of positive marital sorting during the sample period. The
 ranking of son-in-law and son elasticities is consistent with modern estimates for the
 United States and other developed economies (Chadwick and Solon 2002; Raaum
 et al. 2008). 13 We defer to Section V for a discussion of the historical developments
 that can rationalize these findings.

 13 For 1940 we can also estimate the intergenerational elasticities using actual wage and salary income as
 the dependent variable, as opposed to the occupational income score. Our estimates are higher than those shown
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 Table 2 - Common Names Given to Children,
 Ranked by Mean Father's Occupational Income, 1850-1920

 Males

 Rank: Most prestigious

 1 w - ďÉÉfei Paul 1)01181(1 JÉSÊÊÊ& Jerome
 2 iilMl w - Wěm HI Kenneth M* MMÌMHM
 3 Edwin Willie Herbert Harold Jack

 4 ^ Charles ^ Louis ^Theodore Ralph Morris Vincent
 Least prestigious

 Benjamin Perry
 4 Daniel Andrew Willis Virgil Eddie

 David Martin Otis

 Females

 Rank: Most prestigious
 1 Emma Ada Bertha Eleanor

 2
 3 IMNHlÉtttitaâ
 4 Isabella Clara f ' Ethel Loulse B- - MM
 5 Josephine Fanny I HO» : Bianche ' Virginia Muriel

 Least prestigious
 Lela

 ^ Viola ^ Addie
 ^ Rebecca HHHHH Nannie

 Lydia jjjj^ Alta Iva

 ■ Exact Exact name, name, nickname nickname or or alternative alternative spelling spelling appears appears more more than than once once (least (most prestigious). prestigious). Exact name, nickname or alternative spelling appears more than once (least prestigious).
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 Figure 1. Father-Son and Father-Son-in-Law

 Elasticities in Occupational Income, 1870-1940

 Notes : The figure presents point estimates and 90 percent confidence intervals for the
 father-son and father-son-in-law intergenerational elasticities. The values on the horizontal
 axes represent the year from which the son's (son-in-law's) sample are drawn. The elastici-
 ties are obtained from a regression of son (son-in-law) log occupational income on imputed
 father's (father-in-law's) log occupational income. See text for details of the imputation proce-
 dure. Occupational income is based on average earnings in the occupation in 1950.

 The remaining rows in Table 3 show how our benchmark estimates are affected
 by sample selection issues due to either differences in child mortality by socioeco-
 nomic status, or to differences in the age distribution and marital status of sons and
 sons-in-law. In the second row of each panel we present estimates where we restrict
 the sample to children who were aged 5-15 in the earlier census. The incidence
 of child mortality was still very high during much of the sample period (Preston
 and Haines 1991), so that it is likely that a nonnegligible fraction of children did
 not survive into adulthood. If child mortality differs by socioeconomic status, or
 if healthier children are also more likely to be employed as adults in high-income
 occupations, this would lead to a standard sample selection problem and potentially
 biased coefficients. Since most child mortality occurred before age five, restricting
 the sample to include only older children should alleviate this problem. The esti-
 mated coefficients for sons are somewhat lower than the benchmark, but the trends

 in elasticities are mostly unaffected. The father-son-in-law elasticities are not sensi-
 tive to the exclusion of younger daughters.

 In all societies men marry later in life than women and the gender differential in
 age at first marriage tends to be largest in more traditional societies. The nineteenth
 century United States is no exception. As documented in Ferrie and Rolf (2008)
 and Fitch and Ruggles (2000), the male-female differential in median age at first
 marriage was quite large in the nineteenth century, peaked in 1900 at more than
 four years, and then declined to about two years at the beginning of the twentieth
 century. In our samples this implies that sons-in-law are, on average, older than sons

 in Table 3. This is consistent with the analysis in Björklund and Jäntti (1997), who show that a regression of
 actual son's income on predicted father's income (by occupation and education) yields higher estimates than those
 obtained from actual-actual or predicted-predicted regressions.
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 Table 3 - Intergenerational Elasticities in Occupational Income, 1870-1940

 Sample 1850-1870 1860-1880 1880-1900 1900-1920 1910-1930 1920-1940

 Sons: 0.3500 0.3133 0.3440 0.4953 0.4756 0.4340

 baseline (0.0240) (0.0201) (0.0166) (0.0153) (0.0119) (0.0119)
 [37,077, 1,182] [50,847, 1,478] [80,255,2,234] [109,079,3,253] [122,469,3,721] [119,406,3,866]

 Son's age 0.3406 0.2735 0.3174 0.4043 0.3890 0.3995
 5-15 (0.0301) (0.0234) (0.0197) (0.0162) (0.0131) (0.0129)

 [24,116,853] [32,376, 1,072] [53,156, 1,581] [75,765,2,401] [83,051,2,787] [82,129,2,963]

 Married 0.2868 0.3433 0.3805 0.4715 0.4423 0.3765

 sons (0.0312) (0.0261) (0.0224) (0.0178) (0.0133) (0.0125)
 [17,912,891] [24,510, 1,155] [36,521, 1,641] [57,570,2,586] [67,138,3,052] [70,751,3,175]

 Sons-in-law: 0.3402 0.4009 0.3992 0.4932 0.4143 0.3725

 baseline (0.0214) (0.0194) (0.0185) (0.0134) (0.0102) (0.0101)
 [23,280,976] [30,081, 1,376] [45,804,2,063] [68,439,2,888] [79,319,3,328] [77,001,3,320]

 Daughter's 0.3543 0.3563 0.3209 0.4489 0.3976 0.3546
 age 5-15 (0.0285) (0.0218) (0.0194) (0.0146) (0.0115) (0.0113)

 [ 1 6,650, 726] [2 1 ,774, 1 ,027] [34,370, 1 ,597] [52,532, 2,264] [60,577, 2,577] [58,967, 2,555]

 Sons-in-law 0.3283 0.4394 0.3860 0.4889 0.4151 0.3691

 20-35 (0.0251) (0.0226) (0.0220) (0.0154) (0.0118) (0.0116)
 [15,404,840] [20,383, 1,197] [30,533, 1,712] [46,762,2,479] [54,600,2,885] [54,131,2,843]

 Sons: Individually linked data
 OLS 0.4654 0.4743

 (0.0175) (0.0119)

 First name fixed effects 0.4628 0.4665

 (0.0206) (0.0133)

 [3,947] [9,076]

 Notes: Entries in the rows 1-6 represent OLS coefficients from a regression of son's (son-in-law's) log occupational
 income on imputed father's (father-in-law's) log occupational income. Standard errors in parentheses. In brackets,
 the number of observations used in each regression, and the number of distinct first names used to impute father's
 (father-in-law's) income. Row 7 represents the OLS coefficients from a regression of son's occupational income on
 father's occupational income using the IPUMS Linked Representative Samples, 1860-1880 and 1880-1900. Row 8
 adds name fixed effects. Standard errors in parentheses, number of observations in brackets.

 (especially at the beginning of the period) and that a fraction of the sons are unmar-
 ried. Failing to control for differences in the age distribution has the potential to
 affect the comparison of father-son-in-law and father-son elasticities. In particular,
 if the wage-age profile is concave, and sons are systematically younger than their
 brothers-in-law, we would systematically overestimate the father-son-in-law elas-
 ticity relative to the father-son elasticity. In the third and sixth rows of Table 3 we
 attempt to make the son and son-in-law samples more comparable in terms of their
 demographic characteristics. In the third row, we restrict the sons sample to married
 individuals. In the sixth row, we only include individuals aged 20 to 35 in the sample
 of sons-in-law. There is some variation in the point estimates, but on the whole the
 results are very similar to the benchmark.

 As a further robustness check, we also estimated our model with controls for a
 quadratic function in father's and son's age (or son-in-law's age), with no discernible
 effects on our estimates.14 Intergenerational elasticities at 30-year intervals exhibit a

 I4See Olivetti and Paserman (2013, table 6) for detailed results.
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 similar pattern, confirming the fact that in the period under examination estimates are

 not very sensitive to the age at which income is measured (see online Appendix B).
 The insensitivity of our estimates to the timing of income measurement can also be
 explained by the shape of the age-income profile during this period, which displayed
 an earlier peak and less concavity relative to modern times (Sutch 2011). The fact
 that we use occupational income further alleviates concerns about life-cycle effects.
 The bottom panel of Table 3 presents estimates of the father-son elasticities for the

 two 20-year comparisons for which individually linked data are available.15 The first
 coefficient is the least squares estimate and yields intergenerational elasticities that
 are 13 to 15 log points higher than those obtained with the pseudo-panel estimator.
 Remarkably, both the linked estimates and the pseudo-panel estimates are fairly stable
 across the two data points. Similarly, for the two 30-year comparisons that are avail-
 able, we find that the pseudo-panel estimates are lower than the corresponding linked

 data estimates, and both series exhibit an upward trend (see online Appendix B).
 To understand where the difference between the two estimators comes from, we

 report in the bottom row of the table the coefficients from a regression that also
 includes name fixed effects. Even though the name fixed effects are jointly statisti-
 cally significant (F = 1.23, p- value < 0.001), the estimated intergenerational elas-
 ticity drops by only a tiny amount.16 In terms of equations (1) and (2), this shows

 that Cov(Ay + Kj, ßj) is quite small, implying that the aspirational naming/direct
 labor market effect of first names is relatively unimportant. In the pseudo-panel esti-

 vi Mi) + viz,,)
 mator the term that depends on this covariance is inflated by

 VU)
 the same time, the term in ß is attenuated by a factor of

 •w + e(A)^)
 out that, for values of ß between 0.3 and 0.4, 17 and estimates of the variance com-
 ponents from the linked sample, these two forces are on the order of magnitude of
 1 to 4 log points and tend to exactly offset each other.18 Therefore, it appears that
 the main source of attenuation in the pseudo-panel estimator comes from the fact
 that, because father's income is computed from a different sample, the third term in

 equation (1) vanishes.

 Assuming that the degree of attenuation in the pseudo-panel estimator is constant
 over time, our estimates for 1940 imply intergenerational elasticities of about 0.60.
 This value is close to the estimate of Aaronson and Mazumder (2008) for 1940, the

 15 Source: IPUMS Linked Representative Sample (Ruggles et al. 2010). Since the linking is done using infor-
 mation on first and last names, no linked data on married women is available. Therefore, we can only compute
 father-son elasticities.

 16 This is true also for the 30-year elasticities presented in online Appendix B.
 17 Given positive covariance between the unobservables in fathers' and sons' income, the true value of ß must

 be lower than the OLS estimate.

 18 For example, in the 1880-1900 linked sample, we estimate Cov(Ay + = 0.0014; V(ßj) + V{z¡j)

 = 0.188; Víiii) + e(1)v(z„) = 0.040; and
 [N>>

 mates imply that the difference in the first term of equations (1) and (2) is about -0.04, and the difference in the
 second term is about 0.03.
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 earliest estimate available using modern census data; and they are in the lower range
 of the estimates of Clark et al. (2012) for the United States.

 For the two years in which linked data is available, it does indeed appear that
 the degree of attenuation caused by our methodology is fairly constant over time.
 However, there may still be some uncertainty as to whether this is also true in later
 years, and potentially account for the trends in elasticities. We believe that this is
 unlikely to be the case, for a number of reasons. First, we have shown that the aspi-
 rational naming/direct labor market effect of first names is relatively small. Even
 though we cannot rule out that the importance of this channel grew over time, it
 strikes us as implausible that the increase could have been large enough to explain
 the whole 15 log point increase in the intergenerational elasticity. Second, we have
 conducted a numerical exercise to study how the pseudo-panel estimator responds
 to changes in the name distribution.19 The estimated intergenerational elasticity is
 not sensitive to the degree of concentration of names. Moreover, in order to generate
 the observed increase in intergenerational elasticities from the beginning to the end
 of the period, the informational content of names should have increased by a large
 amount. However, as we document in Table 1, the informational content of names
 has remained remarkably stable over time, with, if anything, a slight uptick in the
 1920 cohort. This stands in contrast with the slight decline in the estimated elastic-
 ities after 1920. We conclude that the observed trends in elasticities are caused by
 fundamental changes in the degree of transmission of economic status, and are not
 an artifact of our methodology.

 Finally, one may wonder why we choose to use first names to link the two data-
 sets, rather than other variables that carry information about socioeconomic status
 and are available in both the son's and the father's samples. Two such candidates
 are family names (even though they would preclude us from studying daughters)
 and place of birth. It turns out that these alternative methods produce estimates that
 are substantially more distant from the estimates based on the linked data. Using
 family names, the intergenerational elasticity is estimated to be 0.08 in 1860-1880
 and 0.14 in 1880-1900. Using place of birth, the corresponding numbers are 1.24
 and 0.90. These results are not surprising in light of equations (1) and (2). When
 we use family names, cell sizes are very small, and therefore the attenuation of the
 first term is substantial. Intuitively, when we only use few individuals to estimate
 father's occupational income, the estimate will be more noisy. On the other hand,
 using place of birth yields cell sizes that are very large, meaning that the attenuation
 of the first term is almost zero, while the inflation of the second term is substan-
 tial. This is because of a combination of two factors: first, the denominator of the
 second terms is small because cell sizes are very large; second, place of birth has a
 large direct effect on son's incomes: in regressions using the linked data where we
 directly control for place of birth, the estimated elasticity drops by 5 to 6 log points,

 and the implied covariance between A ¡ + Kj and ßj is an order of magnitude larger
 than the one obtained using first names. Intuitively, we are no longer estimating an

 ''Olivetti and Paserman (2013, section 7.1).
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 intergenerational elasticity, but rather the degree of persistence in incomes across
 birth places.20

 IV. Robustness to the Measurement of Income

 As is well known, the 1950 income distribution was relatively compressed
 (Goldin and Margo 1992). Moreover, the 1950 occupational classification may not
 reflect accurately the relative standing of occupations that were common during the
 late nineteenth century and early twentieth century. This issue is important from our

 standpoint as "farmers" represent a large part of our sample and farming occupa-
 tions and farm ownership were associated with higher socioeconomic status during
 our sample period than in 1950.21 As pointed out by Xie and Killewald (2013)
 measures of occupational mobility during this period of structural transformation
 can be sensitive to the treatment of farmers. We address these concerns by study-
 ing whether our estimates are sensitive to alternative imputations of occupational
 income, paying special attention to the imputation of farmers' income. The results
 are reported in Table 4. The first row of each panel reproduces the benchmark esti-
 mates from Table 3.

 We start by imputing income using the 1900 occupational earnings distribution
 obtained from the tabulations in Preston and Haines (1991). These tabulations are
 based on the 1901 Cost of Living Survey, which was designed to investigate the
 cost of living of families in industrial locales in the United States. The main advan-
 tage of using the 1900 occupational income distribution is that the list of occupa-
 tional categories matches more closely the list, types, and ranking of occupations
 that were common during much of the sample period. This categorization, however,
 suffers from two limitations. First, the 1901 survey collected data for the "typi-
 cal" urban family, meaning that by construction the resulting income distribution is
 more compressed than what one would obtain in a representative sample. Second,
 while Preston and Haines do impute income for some agricultural occupations,
 they explicitly refrain from imputing an average income for generic farm owners
 and farm tenants. We experiment with two different methods for imputing farmers'

 income, which are described in detail in online Appendix C.
 The intergenerational elasticities estimates based on the different imputation

 methods are reported in the second and third rows of each panel in Table 4. The
 father-son intergenerational elasticity is not very sensitive to using the 1900 occupa-
 tional income distribution. The estimate of the father-son-in-law intergenerational
 elasticity is very similar to the benchmark under the first imputation method but
 the results differ somewhat under the second method. In this case, the estimated
 elasticity for 1870 to 1900 is 8 to 9 points lower relative to the benchmark, but the
 difference becomes smaller in the following periods.

 The next two rows of Table 4 show the estimated elasticities if we completely
 remove farmers from the analysis, using either the 1950 or the 1900 occupational

 20 A third alternative would be to link individuals by both first name and state or region of birth. When we do
 this, we probably improve the accuracy of the imputation of father's income, but we also must rely on smaller cells,
 thus leading to greater attenuation of the estimates.

 2 'The proportion of children whose fathers are farmers is as high as 57 percent in 1850, and even though it
 declines steadily over the sample period, it is always above 30 percent.
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 Table 4 - Intergenerational Elasticities, 1870-1940: 1900 Income Distribution and Farmers' Income

 1850-1870 1860-1880 1880-1900 1900-1920 1910-1930 1920-1940

 Panel A. Fathers-sons

 log occupational income in:
 1950 0.3500 0.3133 0.3440 0.4953 0.4756 0.4340

 (0.0240) (0.0201) (0.0166) (0.0153) (0.0119) (0.0119)

 1900 0.3502 0.3542 0.3823 0.4471 0.4432 0.4316

 (0.0222) (0.0189) (0.0155) (0.0121) (0.0101) (0.0104)

 1900, imputed 0.3467 0.2879 0.3634 0.4660 0.4696 0.4779
 farmer wage (0.0284) (0.0229) (0.0196) (0.0150) (0.0127) (0.0137)

 1950 excluding 0.1899 0.1561 0.1463 0.2540 0.2919 0.2939
 farmers (0.0298) (0.0221) (0.0171) (0.0165) (0.0128) (0.0146)

 1900 excluding 0.2487 0.2075 0.2320 0.2992 0.2954 0.3333
 farmers (0.0238) (0.0196) (0.0156) (0.0122) (0.0107) (0.0124)

 Observations, [37,077,1,182] [50,847,1,478] [80,255,2,234] [109,079,3,253] [122,469,3,721] [119,406,3,866]
 no. of names: 1950

 Observations, [26,988,741] [36,460,943] [65,726,1,529] [92,664,2,337] [109,832,2,847] [108,086,2,947]
 no. of names: 1950

 excluding farmers

 Panel B. Fathers-sons-in-law

 log occupational income in:
 1950 0.3402 0.4009 0.3992 0.4932 0.4143 0.3725

 (0.0214) (0.0194) (0.0185) (0.0134) (0.0102) (0.0101)

 1900 0.3115 0.4229 0.4120 0.4900 0.4387 0.4139

 (0.0203) (0.0192) (0.0182) (0.0126) (0.010) (0.0103)

 1900, imputed 0.2509 0.3161 0.3166 0.4415 0.4221 0.4269
 farmer wage (0.0242) (0.0205) (0.0208) (0.0146) (0.0120) (0.0128)

 1950 excluding 0.2150 0.2003 0.1802 0.3270 0.3220 0.3496
 farmers (0.0287) (0.0182) (0.0183) (0.0158) (0.0121) (0.0128)

 1900 excluding 0.1986 0.2290 0.2224 0.3490 0.3761 0.4016
 farmers (0.0245) (0.0182) (0.0182) (0.0151) (0.0126) (0.0135)

 Observations, [23,280,976] [30,081,1,376] [45,804,2,063] [68,439,2,888] [79,319,3,328] [77,001,3,320]
 no. of names: 1950

 Observations, [22,586,697] [29,344,1,004] [44,917,1,547] [67,488,2,313] [78,032,2,727] [76,028,2,757]
 no. of names: 1950

 excluding farmers

 Notes: Entries in the table represent OLS coefficients from a regression of son's (son-in-law's) log occupational
 income on imputed father's (father-in-law's) log occupational income. Different rows use different measures of
 occupational income. See text for details of the 1900 occupational income measure, and the imputation procedure
 for farmer's income. Standard errors in parentheses. The number of observations used in each regression, and the
 number of distinct first names used to impute father's (father-in-law's) income are reported in brackets at the bot-
 tom of each panel.

 income distribution. Both the son and son-in-law intergenerational elasticities are
 substantially lower than those in the benchmark analysis. This reflects the unsurpris-
 ing fact that farming status is highly correlated across generations so that excluding
 farmers altogether raises intergenerational mobility.

 The overall pattern in elasticity - flat between 1870 and 1900 and then sharply
 increasing between 1900 and 1920 - is robust to all imputation methods in Table 4.
 The evidence on the decline in elasticities post- 1920 is slightly more mixed, with
 some of the measures indicating a more moderate decline, and some no decline
 whatsoever. The standard errors are such that it is difficult to state with a high degree
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 Table 5 - Intergenerational Elasticities, 1870-1940:
 Alternative Measures of Occupational Income

 1850-1870 1860-1880 1880-1900 1900-1920 1910-1930 1920-1940

 Panel A. Fathers-sons

 1950 (baseline) 0.3500 0.3133 0.3440 0.4953 0.4756 0.4340
 (0.0240) (0.0201) (0.0166) (0.0153) (0.0119) (0.0119)

 1950 rank 0.2163 0.3556 0.3862 0.4562 0.4348 0.3782

 (0.0151) (0.0196) (0.0166) (0.0134) (0.0106) (0.0104)

 1850-1870 wealth 0.2938 0.3060 0.3164 0.4022 0.3764 0.3882

 (0.0227) (0.0197) (0.0176) (0.0154) (0.0135) (0.0124)

 1990 0.2571 0.2069 0.2388 0.3585 0.4156 0.3631

 (0.0255) (0.0215) (0.0185) (0.0157) (0.0134) (0.0130)

 SEI 0.2695 0.2979 0.3062 0.4599 0.4674 0.4418

 (0.0210) (0.0196) (0.0165) (0.0148) (0.0129) (0.0125)

 Observations, [37,077,1,182] [50,847,1,478] [80,255,2,234] [109,079,3,253] [122,469,3,721] [119,406,3,866]
 no. of names

 Panel B. Fathers-sons-in-law

 1950 (baseline) 0.3402 0.4009 0.3992 0.4932 0.4143 0.3725
 (0.0214) (0.0194) (0.0185) (0.0134) (0.0102) (0.0101)

 1950 rank 0.2663 0.4285 0.4362 0.5101 0.4289 0.3883

 (0.0162) (0.0188) (0.0184) (0.0138) (0.0105) (0.0105)

 1850-1870 wealth 0.2008 0.3038 0.2839 0.3607 0.3634 0.3736

 (0.0219) (0.0209) (0.0221) (0.0173) (0.0150) (0.0129)

 1990 0.2137 0.2685 0.2586 0.4418 0.4009 0.3848

 (0.0228) (0.0210) (0.0216) (0.0159) (0.0127) (0.0125)

 SEI 0.1887 0.3243 0.3244 0.5097 0.4889 0.4488

 (0.0202) (0.0208) (0.0218) (0.0157) (0.0132) (0.0125)

 Observations, [23,280,976] [30,081,1,376] [45,804,2,063] [68,439,2,888] [79,319,3,328] [77,001,3,320]
 no. of names

 Notes: Entries in the table represent OLS coefficients from a regression of son's (son-in-law's) log occupational
 income on imputed father's (father-in-law's) log occupational income. Different rows use different measures of
 occupational income (see text for details). SEI is a constructed measure that assigns a Duncan Socioeconomic
 Index (SEI) score to each occupation using the 1950 occupational classification. Standard errors in parentheses.
 The number of observations used in each regression, and the number of distinct first names used to impute father's
 (father-in-law's) income are reported in brackets at the bottom of each panel.

 of confidence whether there is an effective trend reversal after 1920. Nevertheless, it

 seems safe to conclude that over the whole sample period intergenerational mobility
 declined, no matter how we treat farmers' income. Therefore, the decline in inter-
 generational mobility does not seem to be driven by the structural transformation of
 the US economy, from agricultural to industrial, over this period.

 In Table 5 we assess the robustness of our results to additional alternative mea-

 sures of occupational income. In the second row of each panel we replace occupa-
 tional income with an individual's percentile rank in the distribution. The rationale
 for using rank is that it does not depend on the potentially noisy imputed level
 of occupational income. We find an attenuated trend for the father-son elasticity
 while the father-son-in-law elasticity mirrors the baseline fairly closely. We then
 exploit the information on wealth available in the 1850-1870 censuses to derive an
 occupational hierarchy more appropriate for the beginning of the period (see online
 Appendix D for details on the imputation procedure). The estimated elasticities
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 track quite closely the benchmark estimates both in levels and in trends. In particu-
 lar, the sharp increase between 1900 and 1920 is robust to the different imputation
 methods, as is the slight decline after 1920.

 In the next row, we reestimate the model using average occupational incomes in
 1990. The 1990 distribution has the advantage of being substantially more dispersed
 than the 1950 distribution, and therefore allows us to assess whether our measures
 of intergenerational mobility are affected by the variance of measured earnings.
 The estimated elasticities are lower than the benchmark estimates, but again the
 trends are broadly similar. Not surprisingly, the estimates are especially attenuated
 in the beginning of the sample period. Using an occupational distribution that is
 more distant in time from the actual period of analysis is likely to introduce more
 noise and attenuate the results. Finally, the last row in the table reports the estimates

 obtained using the Duncan socioeconomic index (SEI), a well-known measure
 of occupational prestige that combines occupational education and occupational
 income. As in the benchmark, there is a sizable increase in the father-son elasticity
 between 1900 and 1920, but it appears to plateau thereafter. On the other hand, the
 father-son-in-law elasticity does exhibit a slight decline after 1920, albeit not as
 pronounced as in the benchmark case.

 To conclude, our robustness analysis confirms the overall decline in mobility over
 the whole sample period, and especially the sharp increase in elasticities between
 1900 and 1920, for both sons and sons-in-law. The sign of the trend in father-son
 elasticity after 1920 appears to be somewhat sensitive to the measure of occupa-
 tional income used.

 V. What Factors Can Explain the Trends?

 A. Changes in Fertility

 The total fertility rate of white women gradually dropped from 5.42 in 1850 to
 2.22 in 1940 (Haines 2008). The drop in fertility is likely to have affected the ability
 of parents to invest in their children's human capital: a larger family size is asso-
 ciated with lower human capital investment per child. The impact of this change
 on the intergenerational elasticity is not clear-cut and it will depend on how the
 income-fertility gradient changes over time. The observed elasticity would increase
 if the fertility decline occurs earlier for the high income group than for the low
 income group. In this case, the resources of high income parents would be split
 among fewer children, giving each one an even stronger initial advantage relative
 to children from lower income families. Jones and Tertilt (2008) document that the
 fertility transition did in fact occur earlier for high socioeconomic status women.
 The fertility gap across socioeconomic groups was widest for the cohorts born
 between 1860 and 1900, implying that it should have been these cohorts to experi-
 ence the largest increase in intergenerational elasticity. However, according to our
 estimates the jump occurs for cohorts born at the beginning of the twentieth century.
 Thus changes in fertility do not seem to be able to match up with the timing of the
 observed trends.

 We further assess this point by directly controlling for fertility in our baseline
 regressions. Ideally, to account for changes in fertility and for potential asymmetries
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 Table 6 - Fertility and Birth Order

 1850-1870 1860-1880 1880-1900 1900-1920 1910-1930 1920-1940

 Panel A. Fathers-sons

 Baseline 0.3500 0.3133 0.3440 0.4953 0.4756 0.4340

 (0.0240) (0.0201) (0.0166) (0.0153) (0.0119) (0.0119)

 Control for number 0.2836 0.2735 0.3444 0.5024 0.4738 0.4178

 of siblings (0.0255) (0.0215) (0.0169) (0.0157) (0.0121) (0.0124)

 Control for birth order 0.3277 0.2860 0.3433 0.4974 0.4644 0.4154

 (0.0247) (0.0208) (0.0167) (0.0154) (0.0120) (0.0122)

 Observations, no. names [37,077, 1,182] [50,847, 1,478] [80,255, 2,234] [109,079, 3,253] [122,469, 3,721] [1 19,406, 3,866]
 (baseline)

 Panel B. Fathers-sons-in-law

 Baseline 0.3402 0.4009 0.3992 0.4932 0.4143 0.3725

 (0.0214) (0.0194) (0.0185) (0.0134) (0.0102) (0.0101)

 Control for number 0.292 0.3044 0.3949 0.4651 0.3821 0.3298

 of siblings (0.0241) (0.0212) (0.0192) (0.0143) (0.0111) (0.0114)

 Control for birth order 0.3289 0.3659 0.3962 0.4734 0.3961 0.3472

 (0.0217) (0.0199) (0.0186) (0.0136) (0.0106) (0.0105)

 Observations, no. names [23,280,976] [30,081, 1,376] [45,804,2,063] [68,439,2,888] [79,319,3,328] [77,001,3,320]
 (baseline)

 Notes: Entries in the table represent OLS coefficients from a regression of son's (son-in-law's) log occupational
 income on imputed father's (father-in-law's) log occupational income. Number of siblings is imputed using the
 average number of siblings for individuals with a given first name. Controls for birth order are the share of indi-
 viduals with a given first name that are first-born, second-born, and higher order. Standard errors in parentheses.
 The number of observations used in each regression, and the number of distinct first names used to impute father's
 (father-in-law's) income are reported in brackets at the bottom of each panel.

 in the allocation of family resources across children, we could control for the num-
 ber of siblings and birth order. However, information on these variables is not avail-
 able in the adult sample. Therefore, we control for the average number of siblings
 and the distribution of birth orders by first name in the children's sample. The results
 are reported in Table 6. For sons, the differences relative to the baseline results are
 minimal, with the possible exception of the first two cohorts. For sons-in-law, there
 is a consistent pattern of slightly lower estimated elasticities when controlling for
 family size, but the overall pattern of coefficients over time is unchanged.

 B. Migration

 The sample period that we analyze was characterized by dramatic migratory
 flows from outside of the United States. The very notion of the "American Dream"
 is based on the belief that migration serves as one of the main engines of social
 mobility. According to this view, immigrants with very few resources were quickly
 able to rise through the social ranks and take advantage of the opportunities avail-
 able in the New World. It follows that mobility should be positively correlated with
 the size of the migration flows.

 While this hypothesis is appealing at first glance, it appears to be inconsistent
 with the evolution over time in our intergenerational elasticity estimate. Immigration
 to the United States had an early peak in the 1880s and then a second, larger peak
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 between 1900 and 1915. 22 If immigration plays a major role in driving the overall
 level of mobility, and, in particular, the children of immigrants are the ones who are
 able to climb up the social ladder most rapidly, then we should observe a large drop
 in intergenerational elasticity for the cohorts that came of age after the turn of the
 century. This stands in stark contrast to the large increase in elasticity that we actu-
 ally observe for the 1900 and 1910 cohorts.

 Of course, it is possible that immigration contributed to attenuate what would
 have otherwise been an even larger decrease in intergenerational mobility. This
 would be the case if immigrant fathers tend to be employed in low-paying occupa-
 tions, but their children quickly rise through the social ranks. To assess this possi-
 bility, we control for the immigrant status of sons and fathers (when possible) in our
 baseline regression. For the son-in-law specification we control for the immigrant
 status of both spouses and their fathers.

 The results are presented in the second and third row of panels A (sons) and B
 (sons-in-law) in Table 7. Both father-son and father-son-in-law elasticities are
 somewhat lower for the first three cohorts, but are then almost identical to the bench-

 mark estimates for the latter three cohorts. These results arise because in the early
 part of the sample period, immigrants (both fathers and sons) were substantially
 less likely to be employed in farming occupations, and hence tended to have higher
 occupational income, than natives. Thus controlling for immigrant status has only
 a very modest effect on our estimates and, if anything, the adjusted estimates go in
 the "wrong" direction. We conclude that the trends in intergenerational elasticity are
 unlikely to be driven by changes in immigration over the sample period.23'24

 C. Internal Mobility

 This historical period was also characterized by dramatic migratory flows within
 the United States. Long and Ferrie (2013) argue that residential mobility, either
 across state or county lines, is a prime candidate to explain the high level of inter-
 generational mobility in the United States in the nineteenth century, both relative to
 Britain during the same time period and relative to the United States a century later.
 The argument is that residential mobility is itself a form of investment, which can
 improve a child's chances for occupational mobility in the same way as a human cap-
 ital investment. Moreover, the nineteenth century United States was characterized

 22US Department of Homeland Security, Yearbook of Immigration Statistics (various years) http://www.dhs.
 gov/yearbook-immigration-statistics (accessed June 15, 2015).

 23 One important caveat to this conclusion: our estimates can only capture the degree of intergenerational mobil-
 ity in occupational status. We cannot rule out that there was substantial intergenerational mobility within occupa-
 tions (e.g., an immigrant father starts out setting up a small construction firm, and the son goes on to build a large
 empire in the construction industry) and that this might explain the trends.

 For immigrants, or children of immigrants, there may potentially be a problem in that their names are not
 stable over time. For example, a child named "Giuseppe" may become "Joseph" as an adult. The main consequence
 of this phenomenon would likely be to exacerbate the attenuation bias of our estimator, especially for cohorts with
 a high incidence of immigrants. We are reassured by the fact that controlling for immigrant status, or restricting
 the whole analysis to exclude all immigrants, or even all children with immigrant fathers (results available upon
 request), leaves the results essentially unchanged. We should also note that coding names using the Soundex algo-
 rithm (see online Appendix Table Al) in part takes care of the Giuseppe/ Joseph ambiguity and delivers very similar
 results.
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 Table 7 - Immigration and Internal Migration

 1850-1870 1860-1880 1880-1900 1900-1920 1910-1930 1920-1940

 Panel A. Fathers-sons
 Baseline 0.3500 0.3133 0.3440 0.4953 0.4756 0.4340

 (0.0240) (0.0201) (0.0166) (0.0153) (0.0119) (0.0119)

 Control for immigrant status:
 Son 0.2992 0.2769 0.3247 0.4705 0.4655 0.4247

 (0.0236) (0.0198) (0.0165) (0.0152) (0.0118) (0.0120)

 Son and father 0.2367 0.2883 0.4420 0.4365

 (0.0195) (0.0163) (0.0151) (0.0118)

 Control for internal migrant status:
 Son 0.2984 0.2766 0.3249 0.4708 0.4664 0.4256

 (0.0236) (0.0198) (0.0165) (0.0151) (0.0118) (0.0120)

 Son and father 0.2328 0.2862 0.4387 0.4339

 (0.0195) (0.0163) (0.0150) (0.0117)

 Observations, no. [37,077, 1,182] [50,847, 1,478] [80,255, 2,234] [109,079, 3,253] [122,469, 3,721] [1 19,406, 3,866]
 names (baseline)

 Panel B. Fathers-sons-in-law

 Baseline 0.3402 0.4009 0.3992 0.4932 0.4143 0.3725

 (0.0214) (0.0194) (0.0185) (0.0134) (0.0102) (0.0101)

 Control for immigrant status:
 Son-in-law, 0.2720 0.3625 0.3676 0.4773 0.4093 0.3687
 daughter (0.0212) (0.0192) (0.0184) (0.0134) (0.0102) (0.0102)

 Son-in-law, daughter 0.3254 0.3122 0.4433 0.3821
 and fathers (0.0190) (0.0182) (0.0133) (0.0102)

 Control for internal migrant status:
 Son-in-law, 0.2722 0.3619 0.3640 0.4733 0.4050 0.3629
 daughter (0.0212) (0.0192) (0.0184) (0.0133) (0.0102) (0.0101)

 Son-in-law, 0.3215 0.3051 0.4372 0.3750
 daughter (0.0189) (0.0181) (0.0132) (0.0101)
 and fathers

 Observations, [23,280,976] [30,081,1,376] [45,804,2,063] [68,439,2,888] [79,319,3,328] [77,001,3,320]
 no. names

 Notes: Entries in the table represent OLS coefficients from a regression of son's (son-in-law's) log occupational
 income on imputed father's (father-in-law's) log occupational income. Immigrants are defined to be all those born
 outside of the United States. Internal migrants are those who live in a state different from their state of birth.
 Immigrant status and internal migrant status are taken from the individual level data. Father's immigrant status was
 not available in the 1870 census and it is only available for a subset of observations in the 1940 census. Standard
 errors in parentheses. The number of observations used in each regression, and the number of distinct first names
 used to impute father's (father-in-law's) income are reported in brackets at the bottom of each panel.

 by large opportunities for locational arbitrage, as the degree of regional specializa-
 tion was at its peak (Kim 1998).

 Prima facie, there is some support for the notion that the trends in our estimates
 can be explained by patterns of internal mobility. The fraction of individuals aged
 20-35 living in a state different from their state of birth decreased between 1850 and
 1900 from 37 percent to 28 percent, but then remained at that level between 1900
 and 1940.25 Therefore, the trends in mobility across states are broadly consistent
 with the trends in intergenerational elasticity: the elasticity was low when mobility
 was high, and vice versa.

 25 Source: our own calculations from the IPUMS samples.
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 If much of intergenerational mobility is driven by children of low socioeco-
 nomic status "moving to opportunity" by crossing state lines, controlling for inter-
 nal mobility should explain the trends. To further investigate this hypothesis, in the
 remaining rows of Table 7, we add to our basic specification controls for internal
 migrant status of both generations. We define internal migrants as individuals living
 in a different state than their state of birth. Contrary to our conjecture, the inclu-
 sion of these controls has essentially no effect on the intergenerational elasticity
 estimates. If anything, as with migration, the adjusted estimates for the first three
 cohorts decline suggesting an even larger jump in intergenerational elasticity than
 that implied by our baseline estimates.

 Based on this evidence it does not appear that inter-state mobility explains much
 of the trend in the intergenerational elasticity estimates. However, as documented
 in Long and Ferrie (2013), of greater importance for geographic mobility were the
 movements across counties within a state. They estimate that between 1870 and
 1880 the fraction of 20-29 years old white, native born males who changed counties
 was twice as large as the fraction who changed states (50 percent versus 26 percent).
 Because of lack of data, unfortunately, we cannot control for internal mobility at
 the county level. Therefore, we cannot rule out that the decline in intergenerational
 mobility can be explained by the decline in inter-county mobility.

 D. Regional Differences

 The trends in intergenerational elasticity could also be explained by geographic
 differences in the degree of economic development. The industrial revolution did
 not spread uniformly across the United States. Regional income diverged signifi-
 cantly in the second half of the nineteenth century. Income per capita in the South
 fell sharply during the Civil War, absolutely and relatively to other regions, and
 recovered at a slow pace. By 1900 income per capita in the South was barely half of
 the national average (Kim and Margo 2004, p. 2991). If fathers and sons tend to live
 in the same region (and we have seen that geographic mobility was on the decline in
 the first part of the twentieth century), large economic disparities across regions will
 translate into a high correlation between father's and son's income.26

 To assess this possibility, we include in our basic regressions controls for state
 of residence. The results are presented in the second row of Table 8. In all years,
 controlling for state of residence substantially lowers the estimated intergenera-
 tional elasticity. In the individually linked data controlling for state of residence also
 reduces the estimated elasticity, albeit by a smaller amount.27 Our methodology
 may in part be responsible for the sensitivity of the estimates to geographic controls.
 If first names exhibit distinctive geographic patterns, the raw pseudo-panel estima-
 tor may already reflect regional differences in economic development. However, it
 is also true that one of the reasons for the transmission of economic status across

 generations is that fathers and sons tend to be located in the same geographic region

 26 A similar argument is made by Page and Solon (2003), who show that much of the correlation in adult earn-
 ings of neighboring boys can be explained by the large earnings differential between urban and nonurban areas
 combined with the strength with which urban status in childhood predicts urban status in adulthood.

 27 In years in which both are available, t)pseudo drops by about 12 log points while tjunked declines by about
 5 log points.
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 Table 8 - Intergenerational Elasticities by Region of Birth

 1850-1870 1860-1880 1880-1900 1900-1920 1910-1930 1920-1940

 Panel A. Fathers-sons

 All 0.3500 0.3133 0.3440 0.4953 0.4756 0.4340

 (0.0240) (0.0201) (0.0166) (0.0153) (0.0119) (0.0119)

 Control for state 0.2765 0.1943 0.2108 0.2746 0.2797 0.2539

 of residence (0.0229) (0.0189) (0.0156) (0.0142) (0.0111) (0.0116)

 Northeast 0.2948 0.2539 0.1677 0.2187 0.1911 0.1639

 (0.0384) (0.0337) (0.0311) (0.0279) (0.0224) (0.0248)

 Midwest 0.1499 0.2521 0.2677 0.2771 0.2702 0.3481

 (0.0468) (0.0369) (0.0315) (0.0279) (0.0230) (0.0230)

 South 0.4593 0.1591 0.2878 0.3081 0.3631 0.2738

 (0.0564) (0.0337) (0.0312) (0.0293) (0.0229) (0.0207)

 Observations, [37,077,1,182] [50,847,1,478] [80,255,2,234] [109,079,3,253] [122,469,3,721] [119,406,3,866]
 no. names (all)

 Observations, [11,461,580] [14,846,672] [19,327,727] [23,818,891] [29,959,1,040] [29,883,1,053]
 no. names (Northeast)

 Observations, [7,09 1 , 442] [1 2,7 1 3, 629] [25,372, 1 ,039] [35,4 1 8, 1 ,406] [38,069, 1 ,589] [38,897, 1 ,524]
 no. names (Midwest)

 Observations, [7,709,474] [11,481,607] [16,570,973] [23,490,1,558] [30,306,1,966] [33,909,2,035]
 no. names (South)

 Panel B. Fathers-sons-in-law
 All 0.3402 0.4009 0.3992 0.4932 0.4143 0.3725

 (0.0214) (0.0194) (0.0185) (0.0134) (0.0102) (0.0101)

 Control of state 0.2474 0.2947 0.2509 0.3199 0.2606 0.2577

 of residence (0.0206) (0.0183) (0.0176) (0.0129) (0.0100) (0.0100)

 Northeast 0.2014 0.2221 0.3111 0.2743 0.2095 0.1698

 (0.0381) (0.0384) (0.0413) (0.0336) (0.0262) (0.0267)

 Midwest 0.3471 0.3811 0.3289 0.3371 0.3013 0.2768

 (0.0525) (0.0356) (0.0339) (0.0239) (0.0185) (0.0181)

 South 0.3975 0.3303 0.3192 0.4649 0.3787 0.3591

 (0.0483) (0.0289) (0.0308) (0.0256) (0.0180) (0.0171)

 Observations, [23,280,976] [30,081,1,376] [45,804,2,063] [68,439,2,888] [79,319,3,328] [77,001,3,320]
 no. names (all)

 Observations, [6,602,448] [8,102,559] [9,741,602] [12,819,769] [16,866,924] [16,562,910]
 no. names (Northeast)

 Observations, [4,877,354] [7,883,586] [14,957,964] [22,529,1,340] [24,913,1,458] [25,170,1,367]
 no. names (Midwest)

 Observations, [5,337,408] [7,200,587] [10,413,926] [16,556,1,335] [21,104,1,625] [23,275,1,559]
 no. names (South)

 Notes: Entries in the table represent OLS coefficients from a regression of son's (son-in-law's) log occupa-
 tional income on imputed father's (father-in-law's) log occupational income. Standard errors in parentheses. The
 region-specific elasticities are obtained by imputing father's income as the average income of fathers of children
 with a given first name who lived in the same region. At the bottom of each panel, the number of observations used
 in each regression, and the number of distinct first names used to impute father's (father-in-law's) income.

 and therefore their economic outcomes will be correlated. Which one is the better

 measure of mobility (the national one or the one that controls for state or region) is
 a matter of interpretation. Nevertheless, even after controlling for state of residence,
 we still observe a sizable change in mobility between 1900 and 1920.28 Therefore,

 28 Notably, the percentage change in elasticity between 1900 and 1920 with controls for state of residence is
 quite sizable: about a 30 percent increase for men, and a 27 percent increase for women, with the latter number
 actually larger than the corresponding increase in the specification without controls.
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 it appears that regional differences in economic development can explain some, but
 not all, of the decline in mobility in this period.

 To further understand the role of regional differences, we conduct our analysis
 separately for each region of birth. Specifically, for every individual born in a spe-
 cific region in census year t, we proxy his father's income by the average income of
 fathers of children with that first name in census year t - 20, and who lived in the
 same region. The results are presented in the second and fourth panels of Table 8.
 The region-specific intergenerational elasticity is almost always lower than the
 national elasticity, providing further support for the notion that part of the national

 estimate is accounted for by regional differences in development. There is also a
 fairly stable ranking of regions in terms of elasticity after 1880, with the Northeast
 being the most mobile, the South the least mobile, and the Midwest somewhere in
 between.29 Similar patterns are observed for the father-son-in-law elasticities.

 The ranking across regions of the elasticity estimates could also be interpreted in
 light of regional differences in compulsory schooling and investments in public edu-
 cation. The intergenerational elasticity is lowest in the Northeast, where all states
 had compulsory schooling in 1900 (Lingwall 2010); is highest in the South, where
 only 3 of 16 states (plus the District of Columbia) had compulsory schooling; and
 is somewhere in the middle in the Midwest, where 10 of 12 states had introduced
 compulsory schooling by 1900. These results are consistent with Solon (2004), who
 shows, based on modern data, that intergenerational income elasticity decreases
 with the progressivity of public investment in human capital. This conclusion, how-
 ever, is not without caveats: it rests on the assumption of substitutability between
 public and private investment in education. Parman (201 1), however, argues that in
 the early twentieth century, the expansion of public schooling may actually have led
 to a decline in intergenerational mobility because the wealthy were better able to
 take advantage of it. While Parman's explanation does not fit well the cross-regional
 comparison, it is actually consistent with our finding of a national decline in mobil-
 ity between 1900 and 1920.

 E. Human Capital and Inequality

 What additional factors might contribute to explain the trends in elasticities
 after accounting for regional differences in economic development and geographic
 mobility?

 In the modern context, there has been an upsurge of interest in the link between
 inequality and intergenerational mobility. Solon (2004) illustrates the tight link
 between the return to human capital and the intergenerational elasticity on a theo-
 retical level. Corak (2013) documents a strong cross-sectional correlation between
 Gini coefficients and intergenerational elasticities in a sample of 22 countries.
 Therefore, the increase in intergenerational elasticities between 1900 and 1920
 could be explained by an increase in inequality or an increase in the return to
 human capital.

 29The 1940 estimate for the Midwest is remarkably similar to the one obtained by Feigenbaum (2014) based on
 matching fathers from the 1915 Iowa census to their sons in the 1940 Federal census.
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 There are a number of pieces of evidence showing that inequality did increase
 between the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries peaking in the 1920s.
 Piketty (2014) documents that the top decile share of wealth in the United States
 increased substantially between 1870 and 1920, and then dropped in the follow-
 ing two decades. A similar pattern is observed for the top decile share of income
 which drops in 1940. Cvrček (2012) shows that men's career prospects, measured
 by occupational upgrading, improved substantially between 1880 and 1930. Katz
 and Margo (2014) document a substantial increase in the share of white collar jobs
 in the overall economy between 1850 and 1910 (from 6.9 percent to 19.7 percent),
 and a contemporaneous upward trend in relative wages of white collar workers rel-
 ative to common laborers and artisans. Margo (1999) provides further evidence of
 a long-term rise in the returns to educated labor beginning before the Civil War and
 continuing until the turn of the twentieth century. This was followed by a decline in
 the returns to education associated with the massive expansion of secondary school-
 ing dating to the 1910s (Goldin 1999; and Goldin and Katz 2008).
 Changes in labor market returns to human capital can also explain the trend

 in father-son-in-law elasticity. In the framework of matching tournament mod-
 els of marriage with premarital investment (Peters and Siow 2002; Bhaskar and
 Hopkins 2011), the rate of return to female human capital is determined endoge-
 nously as a function of male returns to human capital and marriage market con-
 ditions. In a society where women do not work, the incentive to invest for girls
 increases with the labor market returns of boys. Thus the improvement in men's
 labor market outcomes would be consistent with our finding that the father-son and
 father-son-in-law elasticity share a common trend over the period of interest.
 However, there are periods where the two elasticities diverge. For example, the

 father-son-in-law elasticity is greater than the father-son elasticity between 1880
 and 1920 and then dips below it in 1930 and 1940. This divergence could be driven
 by gender differences in the informational content of first names across time periods.

 For example, Table 2 shows that names typical of recently arrived eastern European
 Jews circa 1900 (such as Abraham, Max, and Nathan) rose to the top of the prestige
 scale in 1910 and 1920. No similar pattern emerges for female names. However, as
 shown in the last column of Table 1, for the overall population there is no evidence
 that the informational content of male names, relative to female names, exhibited an
 abnormal increase in these years.
 Alternatively, differences between male and female elasticities may be driven

 by changes in the sex ratio (defined as the ratio of men to women), which affects
 the relative position of women in the marriage market. As women become scarce,
 even lowest quality women become desirable and can fetch a high quality mate.
 This would push the return to female human capital down.30 A similar but opposite
 argument holds if there is a decline in the sex ratio.

 30On the other hand, the increased competition on the male side of the market leads to male overinvestment
 in human capital and, as a result, an increase in the variance of the quality of potential husbands. This, in turn,
 increases women's incentives to invest in human capital, pushing up the returns. Bhaskar and Hopkins (2011)
 show that the net effect on female returns to human capital is negative. The sex ratio imbalance induces a greater
 investment by the abundant sex.
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 It follows that historical episodes and trends in fecundity and immigration that
 affected the sex ratio may help explain differences in the evolution of the father-son

 and father-daughter elasticity over the sample period.
 Differential fecundity by gender implies that marriageable women are scarce and

 this affects their relative power in the marriage market (Siow 1998). The scarcity of
 fecund women is especially important when infant and maternal mortality is high
 and people have more children. Both infant mortality and fertility were very high in

 1850 but plummeted by the early decades of the twentieth century (Haines 2008). 31
 Maternal mortality declined from 850 deaths per 100,000 births in 1900 to 660 by
 1917 (Loudon 1992). These developments would lead to an increase in the number
 of eligible women and thus to a decline in the sex ratio, and, consequently, a higher
 return to female investment.

 The large imbalance in the sex ratio induced by the Civil War, especially in the
 South, can rationalize the divergence between father-son-in-law and father-son elas-
 ticities around 1880 (Table 8). While the father-son elasticity in the South collapses
 between 1870 and 1880, the corresponding decline in father-son-in-law elasticity is
 much more modest. This is consistent with women becoming more abundant in the
 South, therefore gaining a stronger position in the marriage market and benefiting
 more from their human capital investment.32

 The large migratory flows during this period may also have generated an
 imbalance in the sex ratio and increased heterogeneity of the pool of marriage-
 able men. Haines (1996) shows that immigration to the United States peaked in
 the opening decades of the twentieth century and was heavily skewed toward
 white males. Bandiera, Rasul, and Viarengo (2013) show that the ratio of male to
 female immigrants spiked after the 1917 Immigration Act, which led to relatively
 higher barriers to entry for women. By raising the sex ratio this development may
 have lowered women's return to investment. This is consistent with the dip in the
 father-son-in-law elasticity in 1930 and 1940.33

 VI. Conclusion

 In this paper we have provided a consistent and continuous estimate of inter-
 generational elasticity for both sons and sons-in-law between 1870 and 1940. We
 find that the father-son elasticity was relatively flat throughout the second half of
 the nineteenth century, increased sharply between 1900 and 1920, and declined
 slightly between 1920 and 1940. Overall there was a marked increased in elasticity
 between the beginning and the end of the period. The father-son-in-law elasticity
 broadly follows the same trend, with some differences in timing, and drops below
 the father-son elasticity at the end of the sample period.

 31 The infant mortality rate was 216.8 per 100,000 births in 1850, 1 10.8 in 1900, and 60 in 1930.
 32 For the importance of a war-induced imbalance in the sex-ratio on women's marriage outcomes, see also

 Abramitzky, Delavande, and Vasconcelos' (201 1) study of post- World War I France.
 This decline in the father-son-in-law elasticity may also be related to the increase in married women's labor

 force participation rate during this period, from less than 10 percent up to 1920 to 17 percent in 1940. The increase
 in labor market opportunities for women is likely to have dampened the marriage market returns to human capital
 investment.
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 Our analysis offers a new perspective on intergenerational mobility in the United
 States in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, by allowing us to calcu-
 late the degree of social mobility for both genders, and at several points in time. We
 are therefore able to identify more precisely the key inflection point in the evolution

 of mobility. An exploration of historical, demographic, and economic trends sug-
 gests that regional differences in economic development and fluctuations in income
 and wealth inequality were the main factors driving the trends.
 The methodology developed in this paper can also be applied to other settings: inter-

 generational mobility across multiple generations (Olivetti, Paserman, and Salisbury
 2014), as well as intra-generational mobility, assortative mating, and life-cycle pat-
 terns of occupational status and fertility. Of course, as long as information on first
 names is available, this methodology can be equally applied to other countries.
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